Horrific Google Anal Sex Slave Case Uncovers Twisted
Perversions Of Google Executives
By Samantha Conners - APT
Michael Goguen, Google's married senior investor, “sexually and physically” abused Amber Laurel
Baptiste with constant anal sex over more than 13 years after picking her up at a Texas strip club. His
company: Sequoia Capital, has had other run-ins with cheating married executives, escorts and tax
evasion schemes, per legal filings.
Eric Schmidt, the head of Google, proclaimed that he would have a “open marriage” where he could
have sex any time, with anybody, and is documented in a ream of news articles and video regarding his
fifteen million dollar “sex penthouse” in New York.
Sergey Brin, another head of Google, is featured in numerous news articles for his “three way sex
romp” with multiple Google employees forcing one employee to move to China to escape him.
A married Google senior executive named Hayes, who helped rig Google's searches for political
clients, was murdered on his “sex yacht” by his prostitute, which other Google executives had used.
Ravi Kumar, another VC associated with Google Executives, was also murdered by a pack of hookers
and pimps that frequented his Silicon Valley home.
Valley Girls was a private escort service that used Stanford Co-eds to service the sexual kinks of
Google executives.
Ellen Pao famously sued Google founding investor John Doerr, and his company Kleiner Perkins, for
sexual abuse.
Google employee divorce filings hold the Silicon Valley record for use of the word “abuse” as one of
the reasons given in the legal papers filed to initiate the divorce.
The list of kinky, twisted, bizarre sexual antics of Google executives, and their investors, goes on for
pages and pages...
Google seems to attract the most twisted, perverted, morally decrepit men in the world.
One has to wonder why, of all the large companies on Earth, only Google got to place the majority of
it's people in the White House? That's right, Nike doesn't have it's people in the White House. Macy's
doesn't either. Neither does Chevron, or John Deere tractor or any other company on Earth.
Only Google, exclusively and uniquely, had all of their people placed in the White House and top
federal agency lead positions. What's up with that? Were they selected because of their technical skills
or their ability to make people bend over?
An addiction to dirty sexual perversions are not the only illicit trends that Google folks display. The
Google investors are members of a financing cartel called the National Venture Capital Association
(NVCA). This group of frat boy elitists got busted for running the “Angelgate” scandal in which they

were documented rigging, colluding, black-listing and contriving the whole Silicon Valley start-up
industry.
Then they were caught again when Eric Schmidt, Mr. “Sex Penthouse” and the head of Google, wrote
emails ordering a conspiracy against Silicon Valley engineers. This “No Poaching” conspiracy got the
Silicon Valley VC's sued in a class-action lawsuit, which the VC's lost. The Google founder's best
friend: Jacques Littlefield, kept the world's largest private fully functional military tank squadron, in
fully operational status, hidden in vast warehouses in his Silicon Valley estate in Woodside, California.
He said he had this arsenal: “just in case”. Does Google make white frat house men insane or does it
draw the crazy ones to it?
The FBI is finally crunching down on these people. After so many years of the White House ordering
the FBI to leave the Google VC's and Silicon Valley perverts alone, it was just getting plain
embarrassing for the FBI. The audacious impunity with which Google, and it's friends, engaged in tax
evasion, importing hookers, bribery, stock market rigging, anti-trust schemes and other crimes has
become so overt, in the media, that it was created a spotlight on federal law enforcements avoidance of
prosecution of the shenanigans of the Google crowd.

